
T IPS  FOR  PHOTOGRAPH ING  
YOUR  PET

START  WITH  A  RELAXED  AN IMA L
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To capture their personality, 

they need to feel at ease.

FOCUS  ON  YOUR  FAVOR I TE  PARTS3
Capturing your cat’s expressive 

eyes, your dog’s ears, or your 

horse’s muzzle can show a lot 

about their personality. 

THEY  STAY ,  YOU  GO4
Go to them rather than 

forcing them into different 

positions and settings. This 

keeps your pet calm, cool, 

and engaged in the process.

SHOW  US  THE IR  V I EW  OF  THE  WORLD5
Taking pictures from the 

animal’s eye level or below 

shows more detail. Or play 

with the perspective - take 

photos from above, below 

or behind them.

AVO ID  F LASH ;  USE  NATURA L  L IGHT2
Bright lights can make 

animals look nervous as they 

are more relaxed in natural 

environments.



PAT I ENCE  I S  KEY  -  DON ’T  FORCE  I T !

You may need to take 

dozens of shots to get that

really good one. But another

approach is to wait for just 

right moments to capture.
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Having someone chase 

after your dog for the 

perfect action shot or coax 

them with treats to look 

your way can make all the 

difference.

ENL IST  AN  ASS ISTANT  

8 USE  TREATS  TO  GET  ATTENT ION

Like humans, pets need 

an extra pick me up or 

incentive to focus. They 

will appreciate the 

reward.

FOR  PORTRA I T S ,  F I L L  THE  FRAME

For a portrait, fill the frame 

with your pet’s face and 

fur. Zooming in or taking 

pictures close to their face 

can capture the best 

features. 
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6 SHOW  US  THE IR  PERSONA L I TY

Is your dog a big napper or a 

fur ball of energy? Are they 

pensive or silly? Capture 

them in their element.


